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I would like to begin with congratulating you on making an investment to further your knowledge in
the trading arena. The strategy we use to make an average of 19% return on investment on our trades
has proven to consistently work for us. Therefore, if you are investing approximately $10,000 a
month and averaging, conservatively, one trade every two months, you will have made over 100%
return on your investment over one year; you will make this money following our strategy.
I originally wanted to learn to trade when I left my job to have kids. I was excited to be a stay at
home mom, but at the same time, I still wanted to make some extra money on my own. My husband
saw an opportunity for me to learn to trade stock options from a very good coach.
When I started trading stocks and options, I really needed some major help. There weren’t a lot of
courses out there that offered good beginner’s information that could really get me going. I felt like I
was starting in the middle of somewhere only to fail and try to figure it out again. A lot of places
you go to get help, figure you had some kind of prior knowledge before you came to them for some
education. I began to educate myself and learn the “in’s and out’s” of the Stock Market. I was very
lucky to have a very successful trader as a coach. Along with their help, and my added bits of
incredibly helpful knowledge, I became a successful trader as well. I decided that it was time to
develop a system to help other beginners learn, as well as help confused investors get back to basics.
My goal is to help people learn that they can invest successfully. You must be very detail oriented
and patient. The best part is that you can free yourself from a job you may not want to be in, and be
home with family, or just become independent financially. Please make sure that you read through
the material, take notes, and watch the videos in the official course.
Stock options are a benefit in the form of an option given by a company to an employee to buy stock
in the company at a discount or at a stated fixed price. As a standard, one stock option contract
controls 100 shares of the stock. For example, you may see that Stock XYZ is selling a 2017
August Call @ $100 for $3.50 which would translate that the total investment for one stock option
would be $350.00. The fixed price at which a stock option offers you the opportunity to buy or sell
shares of a stock in the future, is called the Strike Price of the option.
Let me give you a more common example, if you are doing a rent to own deal with a house, the
terms are usually for a year in which you have the option to purchase the house if you still want it.
Let’s say you put a down payment for $2,000 with the options to purchase the house for $70,000
before the contract expires; it is a similar concept with stock options.
There are two different types of stock option contracts, Calls and Puts; Calls are stock options in
which the contract buyer believes the stock will be bullish, and Puts are stock options in which the
contract buyer believes that the stock will be bearish.
Let me give you an example of a Call and a Put:
Call
For example, let’s say that Stock XYZ stock is trading at $110.00 and we purchase a 2017 Sept Call
@
$100.00. This is implying that we can purchase the stock for $100.00 until Sept 2017 (usually till
mid- month) even if the price of the stock continues to rise. However, if the stock goes below

$100.00 which is our target price in the Call we purchased, than the stock option becomes less
valuable as the price declines.
Put
Did you know you can make money on a falling stock? For example, let’s say that Stock XYZ stock
is trading at $110.00 and we purchase a 2017 Sept Put @ $120. This simply means that we have the
options to sell the stock for $120 despite the fact that the stock may decline in value. The more the
stock declines in value, the more our put stock option will increase and vice-versa. So, in a
down-trending market, this is how we would make money.
Now that you have an idea of how stock options work, let’s talk about why we trade stock options
over stocks. There is one word that makes me pick stock options over stocks; leverage. The
leverage that stock options provide on investments is impressive when compared to a stock. The
best way to illustrate how leverage works within stock options would be using an example.
Suppose that you have $10,000 and would like to invest in Stock ABC. The ABC stock is currently
trading at $133. So that means we can buy 75 shares for a total investment of
$9,975.00. So let’s say that the stock goes up by $4 in about a month, which means you’ve just
made $300 or 3% return on your investment.
Let’s compare this similar scenario with a stock option. ABC is still trading at $133 and we decide
to purchase a 2017 Sept Call @ $130.00 strike price, for $11.70, which equals to $1,170 per
contract; we can purchase 8 contracts for the price of $9,360.00 and control 800 shares of ABC
stock. This is where leverage comes into play, now let’s say that the stock goes up by $4 in about a
month, and the Delta on the Call option is .50 (Delta meaning that for every dollar the stock goes up,
our Call options will gain $0.50 in value), to find out how much you made you would multiply
800 * (0.50 * 4) = $1,600; now that’s a bit more like it!
In order to have controlled 800 actual shares of the stock, we would have have invested
$106,400.00. If you’re a novice to the trading arena, I would imagine you may have about $2,000 to
$10,000 available for investing, therefore in order to make worthwhile returns on your investments,
stock options would be the best route to go because of the leverage they provide.
Generally, stock options are strongly characterized by their Delta, the more an option has intrinsic
(or built-in) value, the higher its Delta is. A Call option becomes in the money (ITM) when the price
of the underlying stock rises above the strike price, whereas a Put option becomes in the money
(ITM) when the price of the underlying stock falls below the strike price.
Not only do options offer leverage as we discussed earlier, enabling us to make even 40% gain on
our stock option trade, even though the underlying stock only moves 5% in our favor. But also
options offer asymmetrical profit / loss relationship! This asymmetrical behavior is caused by the
way the Delta parameter works in our favor, the more an option becomes in the money, the higher
the Delta becomes. As a result here is what happens:
If you buy 100 shares of a $100 stock, the classical way, you have a $10,000 investment, so if the
stock drops by $10 you will lose $1,000, and if the stock rises by $10 you will gain $1,000.
If you had bought 2 Call options instead, on that stock, with a strike price of about $70 and a Delta
of 0.5, then if the stock rose by $10, you would win $1,000 just like the classical investor in the
stock example, but if the stock dropped by $10, you would only be losing $750 and not $1,000!
That's where asymmetrical profit / loss come into play, and it's unique to options trading!

Chapter 2 Stock Options Part II

In our last chapter, we basically went over some of the basic concepts of stock options. In this
chapter, we will explore stock options in more depth so you can get the idea of how they work.

Every brokerage will have a different style of options quotes. But the basics are explained
below. I am only covering what is most important in the quote
Bid
This is the price people are willing to pay to buy the option.
Ask
This is the price at which people want to sell the option.
Last
This is the last price the option sold for
Mark Chg
This is the change in the option price for the moment, it changes all day.
Vol
This is the volume for the day…how many contracts were bought.
7. Open Interest
This is the overall amount of contracts that are open on the specific option.
*NOTE* Open interest must be 300 or more, no exceptions!
8. Strike
Buying an option gives you the right to purchase or sell the stock at the strike price (fixed price).
Strike price of a Call is the price at which you purchase the stock.
Strike price of a Put is the price at which you sell the stock.
For example:
$128 Call strike price (have the right to buy at $45)
$128 Put strike price (have the right to sell at $40)

*NOTE* We will always purchase in the money options, for example, if we are going to
purchase a call for AAPL and it is worth $132 a share, we could purchase the stock option
that nicely in the money, which would be the $128 strike price.

Chapter 3 Patience and Self-Discipline

Don't let your emotions control your actions in the stock market; be patient! I have repeatedly
learned that this rule is imperative to follow when trading. A few months ago, I had a trade in which
I was about 30% down on my investment of $10,000.00. Even though it is uncomfortable to see
your account down so much, I held on tight and played the patience game. There is no way I was
going to take a 30% loss on my investment. I held to the position for about 3 weeks and ended up
making $800.00. Most new investors would have sold out at a 10% loss because they panic easily.
Don't get too greedy. Quite often newbie traders will start off with a few wins and wonder why they
didn't get involved in this whole game earlier. They feel successful and ecstatic, leads them to get a
greedy with their investments. Quite often fantasies of wealth, fancy cars and swimming pools take
over the reality of the volatility of the stock. Be disciplined and remember that gains are better than
losses, so don’t get greedy!
The biggest factor that will determine in making sure that you’re successful in trading is your selfdiscipline. With the strategy I will show, it is imperative that you follow the rules and don’t invest
based on your gut feeling. This rule right here, will either make you a lot of money if you follow it
or it will make you lose a lot of money if you don’t.
There are a lot of people that begin trading because of the potential to make additional money,
however their lack of discipline and knowledge causes them to fail and eventually lose all their
money. I want to make sure you’re successful, but it is up to you to take action and follow the rules I
set out for you.
You have no idea how much fun it is to be able to trade stock options and make a living doing
it while having the luxury to at home all day with my family. Once again, I congratulate you
for investing in yourself and your future; remember, make to follow the rules I will set out for
you and TAKE ACTION!

Chapter 4 Trading Psychology

Trading psychology is extremely important, we mentioned already that when you do your chart
analysis and you have an open position, the 'wishful thinking' factor will kick in, and may cause you
to make biased observations on those charts.
Above all, you have to maintain a resilient psychology, and not be influenced by unverified news,
and reports, that have not been technically confirmed on the charts. No one has ever profited from
trading out of news, and events seen on TV channels, these sources of information can influence
some people and cause volatility in the market, but they cannot create one sided momentum!
Stock momentum driven by news, can only last from few minutes to maybe an hour or two, when
you are in the market for several days this kind of news is as good as useless! News and stock
reports are always conflicting and confusing, they make no sense! Only stock ratings based on
technical analysis can realistically tell you if a stock has a high probability of making a move in
either direction!
News is never really fresh news, and it cannot be used profitably, let me give you an example of
how this false psychology can ruin your trading. Many traders believe that interpreting the news and
reports, gives them a 50-50 chance of predicting the market right, this is a big illusion! Here's why:
Suppose that XYZ stock has a predicted positive earnings report. The naïve trader would think
that this is bullish for the stock, and would rush to buy the stock right on report release time,
thinking that if the earnings report comes out positive relative to the previous one, he will see the
stock rallying.
But here's what he's really doing:
He is actually betting on a triple bet, because:
1) The earnings report may or may not be better than the previous quarter
2) The earnings report may or may not beat analysts expectations
3) The earnings report may or may not have already been priced in by the market
Each of the above possibilities is a 50-50 chance on its own, the 3 events are actually 3 bets
combined, and when you combine probabilities the total probability is the product of all
probabilities: 0.5 x 0.5 x 0.5 = 0.125, that is 12.5% The trader has a chance of 12.5% of getting it
right and not 50% as he mistakenly thinks!
It therefore goes without further analysis, that 'news' cannot be used profitably in the market, only
technically confirmed events on the charts can be sued, by which time more news has come out and
more confusion. Therefore it helps to follow technical indicators more closely and deal with them
alone, leaving the news out of the equation.
Technical indicators will often be in conflict themselves, but if you read them with a clear mind, you
will be able to make logic decisions, having all emotions removed from your judgement.
Emotions have to be contained, or even better, fully removed, luckily with stock options one does

not have to worry about getting stopped out on the trade, or gap market openings like the Futures
trader has to face all the time. Being able to trade with such comfort is unique to option contracts
trading, and it offers an already superior trading platform, where false feelings and false psychology
can be removed 100%.

Dealing with conflicting indicators:
Technical indicators such as MACD and Williams R% (my two favorite indicators), or even moving
averages and flags, will often give you conflicting signals, but you have to stay calm when this
happens, there's no reason for panicking! Simply enough, you have to bear in mind that chart
formations such as flags and pennants will have the upper hand over oscillators and moving
averages.
If for example you have a bearish MACD reading on a daily stock chart, but a bullish flag is also in
the making, then you have to follow and looking to trade in the direction of the flag, just look for
further signals as well. As far as moving averages go, only the 200 day moving average exerts
strong psychological influence to traders, and even to professional traders. When this average is
breached, the mood among traders changes:

Most of the time the market will be trading away from its 200 day moving average, if your stock is
trading close to its own 200 day average, you still have to look at the S&P500 this index is
representative of the mood in the entire US markets. Remember that when the market moves in one
direction, so do all high Beta stocks.
The most profitable trades are trades that capture price swings lasting several days to several weeks,
or even months, and in some cases you can simply trade more than once within that trend.
As we mentioned, the news on TV is always lagging the markets, and every time a long lasting trend
appears, you will see all kinds of economists trying to disapprove of the rally (or decline), arguing
that it will not continue. Some other times they will argue that a breakout is due to happen, and the
stock market just keeps trading in a range for months. Therefore do not pay attention to these guys!
As far as economics go, different schools of economics will give different market forecasts and

opinions, economics is a multi-school science, there's no universal, single truth such as the one seen
in physics or chemistry. So just because someone has a PhD in some school of economics, that
doesn't make them capable of predicting where stocks will go next quarter!
You just have to do your homework, remember that you are trading option contracts, and that you
are essentially trading intrinsic option value and market risk premium (volatility), just by paying
attention to the key elements you will have the odds stuck in your favour!

Chapter 5 Opening a Brokerage Account

First thing is first; please make sure you open a brokerage account with a broker that will allow you
to trade options. I personally use OptionsHouse because their website is easy to navigate. Also, if I
am going to purchase 12 or 30 of the same stock option, the commission charge is only
$5.95 per options contract. There are also other providers like www. e-trade.com and
OptionsXpress. It is your choice on who you choose, but I make sure I let you know what my
students and I personally use.
Also, I recommend you beginning using the virtual trading service that comes FREE with your
account. My general rule is to make sure that you can consistently profit 7 out of 10 trades using the
virtual trading platform before you begin using your own capital. And remember, using a virtual
account will allow you to make mistakes that will cost you $0.00, how awesome is that?
I understand a lot of you are eager to begin trading, however it is important for you to begin
practicing once you have gone through this eBook. Trading is much fun, but will take some time and
determination to nail it down!
We will later also go into the many factors that can affect the way the market moves. My goal is to
make sure that you’re successful; you’ve made an investment purchasing this eBook. And I will
make sure to do everything possible to make sure you understand how to use my strategy to make
your money work for you!

Chapter 6 Investors Business Daily
Investors Business Daily is the place where we find our candidates. They have a specific system
they use to rate each stock. You can subscribe to the paper itself, or you can get the same paper
online. The online version is nice because there are some extra tools you can use to research your
stocks.
Go to www.investors.com and click on the “Store” link

Click on the box that has the “Digital Edition” choice.
Often times there is some kind of trial offer...take
advantage of that.

Once you have subscribed to IBD, you will have access to five vital pieces of information on each
stock you’re evaluating. [I will show you how to easily sort through the potential candidate stocks
and the garbage stocks, this takes me about 10 minutes.]
1. Earnings Per Share
This measure is used by analysts to determine the value of a company. Each quarter a company
reports how much they have earned. You then take that amount, divide it by the outstanding number
of shares of stock and have how much the Earnings Per Share ratio is. IBD combines the last two
quarters of the company, and then compares them to the last 3 to 5 years of their performance to
come up with this rating.
The rating is between 1- 99. Our desirable rating is between 80- 99 for top performing stocks. If we
are trading in a bear market, then we are looking for less desirable ratings.
2. Relative Price Strength
A measure of a stock’s price performance over a twelve-month period, relative to the price
performance of all stocks in the database.
The rating is between 1 – 99. Our desirable rating is between 80 – 99 for top performing stocks. If
we are trading in a bear market, then we are looking for less desirable ratings.

3. Industry Group Relative Strength
A measurement of a stock’s industry group performance over the past six months utilizing an A+ to
E scale. There are 197 industry groups in the market.
Our desirable rating is A – B for top performing stocks. If we are trading in a bear market, then we
are looking for less desirable ratings.
4. Sales + Profit Margins + REO (SMR) Rating
Helps investors identify companies with superior quarterly rate of increase in revenue, a firm’s
profitability, and a firm’s efficiency with their money.
Our desirable rating is A – B for top performing stocks. If we are trading in a bear market, then we
are looking for less desirable ratings.
5. Accumulation / Distribution Rating
This rating shows if the large investment institutions are buying up or selling off stocks. A = buying
up and E = selling off.
Our desirable rating is A – B for top performing stocks. If we are trading in a bear market, then we
are looking for less desirable ratings.

*NOTE*
Make sure that the stock you are looking into is worth $40.00 or more as a minimum. Anything
below it, don’t consider it, go on to your next stock.

This is a perfect example of the information you will have access to with IBD. As you can see,
NVDA and ESNT look like great candidates. You always want the ratings to be very high and
favorable. There are many candidates out there.

Chapter 7 Line Studies
When we are looking at a chart of one of our candidates, we will be using the bar chart option
because of the simplicity it offers us to read and predict. We will be going over four types of
common lines.
1. Gaps

As you see in the “Gap Up” example, there is a huge gap that was later on filled. In the event you
were to see a huge gap, go ahead and get out the trade if you are profitable. Another one of my rules,
don’t get greedy, some profit is better than none. We try to average about 19% Return On
Investment per trade, however at times you may only find yourself earning 10% which is still a nice
return on your capital.

In

this “Gap Down” scenario, we can see that there is a huge bearish gap in which will later on be
filled. I love to get into these trades where there is a dip in the stock and I’ll purchase the stock
option which will usually make me a nice return within a few days. We strive to make most our
trades no longer than two weeks, however the reality is that we don’t know how long it will take us
to get out of a trade, which is the reason why we buy out 3 months at a minimum; we will get into
this in more detail later.
2. Triangles
Triangles occur on a chart when the price is in a consolidation period. You can see that the days start
off with a longer day, then get shorter and shorter, forming a triangle, eventually squeezing those

prices out. This causes them to pop out one way or another.
3. Flags or Pennants
A flag or pennant is similar to a triangle in that it has that same consolidation. The extra part is the
first part of that triangle is a very long day where there is a long rise, or fall on that price.

4. Flags
Similar to the pennant, but instead of a consolidating triangle that squeezes the price out, it forms a
flag in which it will experience a flat period until the price bars break out of a short, sideways
channel.

When trading, it is imperative you look at the charts and study them before entering a trade. These
are the more common patterns you will run into when looking at the charts of your potential
candidates. Remember, use these patterns and other methods we will further go into making a
decision on whether or not you should enter a trade; don’t trade based on emotions but instead trade
on facts. As a general rule, in order to avoid making emotional decisions, it is recommended to do
all of the stock charting work before you make the trade, you will still have to look at the stock chart
while the trade is open, but try to be less analytical while the trade is open and keep your technical
analysis to a minimum. Studies have found that traders become emotional when they have an open
trade on, for instance a trader who has purchased a Call option on a stock, will look at the charts, and
will somehow convince themselves that they see all sorts of bullish signals on those charts, even
though on deeper analysis one can see both bullish and bearish signals. The open position of the
trader forces them into paying more attention to the signals that support their open trade. By doing
most of your analysis before making the trade, you will be much more realistic and impartial in your
trading decisions!

Chapter 8 Moving Averages
When trading stock options, it’s imperative you look at those stock charts. One of the first things I
look at when studying the chart is the stock’s ‘Moving Average’. A ‘Moving Average’ is an
indicator that is frequently used in technical analysis; it showing the average value of a security's
price over a set period. This indicator is represented by a line on the chart. Moving averages are
generally used to measure momentum and define areas of possible support and resistance.
Moving Averages can be set to any amount of time. They can span from 2 days to over 200 days.
Moving averages are an excellent indicator showing the overall flow of a chart, for a given period of
time. For example, a 30 day moving average is an average of the last 30 day price bars on a chart,
divided by 30, and then plotted on the chart in the form of a line.
Moving averages can smooth out some of the noise that occurs typically in charts. They give a very
good indication of where the chart has been trending, and where the chart will most likely continue
to go. The longer in time the moving average, the smoother it becomes. The shorter in time the
moving average is the more it moves along with the chart’s price bars.
Depending on what you are looking at in the chart, your moving averages will be different. For
example, if you were looking at a chart that is over 2 years, you will be looking at a 200 day moving
average. If you are looking at shorter periods of time, your moving averages will be shorter in
duration.

As you can see, the moving average line is very smooth, because of its long duration. From right to
left, you can see a steady movement of the moving average line. It gradually moves up, then flattens
out, and then starts to gradually move down. This is showing the flow of the overall chart.
As a rule, you always “Trade with the Trend”. As the line is moving up, you will consider “Long”
positions. As it flattens out, you would not want to be in any position due to not being able to predict
just yet. As it moves downward, you would consider “Short” positions.
You can use a moving average as a line of support or resistance. At the left of the chart you see the
price bars are above the moving average. If you are in a long position, you would stay in as long as
the price bars are above that moving average. When they pass through and down, you would exit
your trade.

Below, you will see, as the price bars are above the moving average, you have your “Long” Position
territory. As the price bars move below the moving average, you have your “Short” Position
territory.

You should know that all investment banks and institutional traders and investors pay attention to
the 200 day moving average, no other moving average is more powerful than this. They don't care
whether the actual 200 day average is rising or falling, if major market indices such as the S&P 500
index, are trading below this average, they will not buy stocks, if it trading above they will buy! The
only exception to this rule is when markets have dropped way below the average, or have risen way
above it, in these cases markets can reverse while being far away from their 200 day moving
averages, but when trading near it be careful!

You can now look at and assess the overall trends of your charts. The one below has an overall
uptrend indicated by the 30 day moving average.

The chart below has an overall downtrend

The chart below has an overall sideways trend

Chapter 9 MACD

MACD means Moving Average Convergence / Divergence. This is a tool available with your broker
that you may add-on to your charts when reviewing your candidates. MACD is definitely a tool that
can help you make a much more educated decision on trading that specific stock option.
The MACD line is constructed from two moving averages; a 12-period, or faster moving average,
and a 26-period, or slower moving average. The MACD calculation subtracts the 26-period from the
12-period to create a single line. This is known as the main line. The next step is to plug in the
nine-period exponential moving average. This line is then called the trigger line. It is the interaction
between the main line and the trigger line that certain types of trading signals are generated. Also
note that the MACD is plotted on a chart with zero as the equilibrium. The crossing of the lines will
indicate whether it is time to buy a Call, or buy a Put.

MACD will be reminiscent of Moving Average Crossovers. The trigger line (in red) will show
entries and exits. When it crosses up and through the main line (blue line), that is your signal for a
Call option, or to buy a stock. When it crosses down through the main line, you have your signal to
buy a Put, or to sell a stock.

Let’s look at an up-trending chart with MACD. You will see that the buy signal is when the lines
clearly separate and the exit signal is when the lines are coming back together and you see the bars
on the histogram become smaller.

On this down-trending chart MACD works in the opposite way. Your entry point will now be when
the trigger line crosses down and through the main line. Your exit point will be when the trigger line
crosses up and through the main line.

Chapter 10 Williams%R

Williams %R is similar to MACD, however the major difference is that MACD is a bit slower in
dictating the trade in comparison to Williams %R. Williams %R is an oscillator developed by Larry
Williams to indicate a Stock’s Overbought or Oversold. The formula is complicated, but the
explanation is easy. It runs on a scale of Zero to -100. Zero represents the extreme overbought area
and -100 represents the extreme oversold area. The -50 line represents the neutral point of balance.
Williams %R is best used with strong trending charts.
An oscillator is an indicator that swings like a pendulum from two different values: Overbought and
Oversold. After buyers are done buying and the stock rises in price, naturally it is time to sell
(Overbought). After a large amount of selling and the stock price is driven down, buyers step into
start buying (Oversold).

What you are looking for are “triggers”. When Williams %R hits the -20 line, it indicates that the
stock has been overbought. When it hits the -80 line, it indicates that the stock has been oversold;
the deeper the trigger, the better. If the line doesn’t make it to at least the -20, or -100, it is too
weak. Williams %R works best with a strong trending chart. You look for Williams to have oversold
“triggers” in up-trending charts, in the oversold area.

You also look for Williams to have overbought “triggers” in down-trending charts.

Looking at a more sideways, non-trending chart, you would see how Williams %R is more erratic.
Looking at the circled areas below, you will see how Williams %R cannot seem to leave the line it is
hitting to complete the trigger.

Signals for Entering a Trade
So now that we can see where our “triggers” are, with Williams %R, we need to find our
confirmation. That comes with the 7 day Moving average we have looked at on our charts. After you
see the trigger with Williams you are now looking at Prices to close above or below the 7 day
moving average, depending on what trend you are trading. If you are trading an up-trending chart,
after you have your Williams %R trigger in the oversold area, you now wait for the first day for your
price bar to close above the 7 day moving average. This becomes your confirmation to enter into a
long position, or call option trade. If you are trading a down-trending chart, your confirmation will
be (after the Williams %R trigger in Overbought territory), your first price bar that closes below the
7 day moving average. That would signal your entry into a short position or put option trade.

Chapter 11 Pre Trade Check List

After we have found the chart we like, and the indicators confirm that everything is a go for our
potential trade, we need to go and check that the ratings are still intact for our stock.
Being picky is an important part of our trading. We are picky about our charts and technical
analysis, as well as the options we choose.
The Greeks are a set of statistical references for a stock or option. There are several different
Greeks, but the ones that are of importance to us are:
Beta: Is a measure of the stock's volatility and correlation to the rest of the market of. This shows
how much a stock will swing relative to the market. If Beta is 1 it means that on a typical day where
the Dow Jones rise by 1%, our said stock will also rise by 1%. If Beta is 3, it means that the stock
will rise by 3%, even though the Dow Jones rises by 1%, if Beta is -0.50, it means that on most days,
when the Dow rises by 1% our stock will fall by 0.5%.
Delta: This is how much an option contract will gain for every one dollar of movement of its
underlying stock. If an option has a delta of 0.49, our option will gain 49 cents in value for every
dollar the stock moves in our favor.

On the following table, you will see the familiar Strike Price, Option Symbol, Bid, Ask, and Open
Interest.

The Delta column shows the amount the option will gain for every one point move of the underlying
stock.
For example, the 129.00 strike option has a Delta of 0.96. For every $1.00 move of the underlying
stock in our favor, this option will gain 0.96 cents. As the option becomes more in the money, the
Delta will increase. If the option becomes more out of the money, the value will decrease.

The IBD has a tool online that I check every time before I get into a trade. It is called the Stock
Check-Up. The ratings we look at fluctuate often even after we have put a stock on our watch list.
There are also a couple of other features I like to look at in the Stock Check-Up that come in handy,
including one of the Greeks. After logging into IBD, above the panel where you click to go to the
eIBD, you will see a quote box (under the “Investing Tools”) heading. Here you type in your stock
symbol and then click on “Stock Checkup”.

On this page you will see all of the ratings we check when we look at for our candidates. Also, scroll
a little down on the page to see the Industry Group rank. If it is a stock heading up, then the rank
should be between 1-60, if it is a stock heading down then the rank should be between 137-197.

When you have several candidates to choose from for trading, it is very handy to go through the
Stock Check-Up to see which stock is the best one to pick. I always do this and compare each stock
until I find the right one. You have to make sure you have done all you can do to pick the best stock.
Options are volatile enough that you want to set yourself as best you can for success.

Chapter 12 Virtual Trade

OptionsXpress, as well as OptionsHouse offer a virtual trading tool that allows you to trade in a
highly accurate, simulated platform, which is great for familiarizing yourself with the real thing. For
this section, I will show the ease of using the Virtual Trading platform in OptionsXpress. Just go on
the TOOLBOX tab in your OptionXpress account, choose Virtual Trade, and the virtual account
will open up:

By clicking on the TRADE tab, you can open new trades, just by choosing to trade options. The
broker allows you to trade stocks and futures as well, but you only need to bother with options as
part of the teachings of this E-book. Just by entering the symbol of an optionable stock, then
clicking on Find Chain, you can choose an option, Call/Put, specific expiry, OTM / ITM and strike
price. Then you simply execute a Market order:

Market simply means at current trading price, whereas Limit is a contingent type order, that would
automatically open /close a trade at a predetermined stock price level set by you, only as and when
the stock traded through that price!
The Virtual Trade tool, is a great testing tool and will allow you to test the profitability of your
trading strategy. This will boost your confidence when trading with real money for the first time,
since you will be unlikely to make a mistake in placing your order, or picking a least profitable
option.

Remember to test what you have read in this E-book, test option parameters, trade different options
on the same stock and observe what happens!

You can set your virtual account to any amount of funds you prefer, see what it would be like
trading with a $5,000 account, a $20,000 account etc.

I suggest at least 3 months of simulated practice, and at least 30 option trades. 3 months is a required
minimum in order to experience the changing market dynamics and sudden shifts in volatility.

Chapter 13 Money Management

Money management is perhaps a boring subject in trading, it is however extremely important, since
according to independent studies conducted on traders, it has been found that 2 traders that used the
same exact trading system, produced completely different results because one of them had money
management in place.
More specifically, both traders were profitable, but the one employing money management achieved
20 times more profits! And they were following the same trading methodology!

The simplest money management rule a trader can follow, is the R% method, that is simply
allocating an R% of your account money to risk, this usually 20-30% for risky futures / stock
trading, but it can be extended to 40% or more for low risk option trading.

If for example, your trading account has a $10,000 balance, and you want to stick to a 20% risk
capital method, you will simply make sure that at any given time up to $2,000 is at risk. As your
account grows larger that 20% will increase, allowing you to make bigger trades. If your trading
does not make money, and your account falls to say $8,000, then by adjusting that 20% now to
$1,600 you will stay in full control until you rise back up to $10,000. This is where traders that use
bad trading systems will fail, and even those with profitable trading systems that have no money
management in place, will make money, but not to their full potential.

Remember that good money management can make the difference between making $10,000 in
profit, or making $200,000, using the same start up capital, the same trading hours and entry points!

Correct money management is directly related to an enduring, strong trading psychology, where the
trader can be patient when necessary, not rushing to make profits, knowing that their trading account
will not be blown.

Chapter 14 General Stock Trading Tips

There are certain trading tips that investors and traders can use, regardless of their background and
experience. I have collected and summarized some of the most advanced trading techniques
available, never before revealed in an ebook. These are real tips and techniques developed by real
traders over the years.
A) Stock market seasonality: Stock markets are known to make major bottoms in the months of
March and October, so be careful! This is a historically proven pattern, that happens more often than
not. In any given year, one of the 2 months, or both, will see major bottoms. A typical bottom in
stocks, is when the Dow Jones has dropped below the psychological 10,000 point level, and is
trading below or far below. If for example you see the Dow trading at record lows, near 7,500
points, and we are going through March or October, or late October, then you will stand a very big
chance making big gains, by buying Call options, on stocks that have long term value, but have
suffered a big temporary price drop. Also markets, tend to decline or trade sideways during summer
months and make new highs in August!
The Dow Jones weekly chart, with weekly 200 bar moving average, and MACD indicators, notice
how the market reverses at 200 week moving average, how it bottoms in March, the the summer
weakness followed by August new highs, no October major bottom has happened here, but if it had,
it would have looked just like a March bottom:

I have really enjoyed going through a basic knowledge of options training with you. I like to keep
things simple, and make it easy for anyone to trade without intimidation. If you have any questions,
visit www.mymsts.com and let me know!

Legal Disclaimer
Past results are hypothetical and not representative of future success, we do not claim or guarantee
that you will profit from the methodology provided in this E-book. It is illegal to guarantee success
in trading, and traders have to be aware of the risks involved. The author of this E-book cannot be
held legally accountable for losses arising from the use of the information provided, traders that
trade own funds do so at their own risk.

